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MUNSTEEBEEG ON PALADINO.

STANLEY L. KBEBS.

Although Professor Miinsterberg's article in the Metropoli

tan exposing the famous medium Eusapia Paladino is
,

as usual,

delightfully written and entertaining, it is
,

nevertheless, abso

lutely wrong in the leading inference he draws and desires all

his readers to draw.

The most striking fact is
,

of course, the description of a man

lying on the floor in the dark seance room who "
grabbed the

medium's foot and caught her heel with firm hand." It was

this unshod foot, says the Professor, which a few moments

before had " pulled my sleeve at the elbow. I plainly felt the

thumb and fingers. She had lifted it to the height of my arm

when she touched me under cover of the curtain without chang

ing in the least the position of her body. When it played

thumb and fingers the game was also neat throughout."

This free left leg and the wonders it accomplished by reach

ing backward under her chair into the cabinet and moving

things there, and by reaching sideways and upward as high as

his elbow and squeezing things there like a human hand (!),
constitutes the core and climax of Professor Miinsterberg's

expose.

THE WONDERFUL LEG.

At first blush all this seems simple enough ; but when you

begin to reflect seriously upon what this short, stout woman,

Eusapia Paladino, would actually be obliged to do with that

free member of hers, the intellectual sky begins to cloud up.

I attended two of her seances and remember that the small

tabh>. or flower-stand in the cabinet was at least a foot and a
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338 Miinsterberg on Paladino.

half from the hack of the chair on which she sat, with her back

turned towards it. Do you think it possible for her to get her

short leg under her chair and reach a foot and a half still
further back and lay hold (with her toes?) of a flower-stand

there and drag it forward and to her left out into sight of' the

circle of sitters? How in the world could she ever twist her

left leg around the left leg of the chair upon which she sat to

move the flower-stand out thus ?

o

Fig. 1.

1. Flower-stand in cabinet.

2. Flower-stand moved out.

(a) Medium's chair.

(&) Professor Miinsterberg's chair.

Try it on your own chair, and see how far back you can

reach !

And, mark you, how could she do this and yet all the while

keep her left knee pressing against the right knee of the man

who sat atb?
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If the above manoeuvre would be difficult (and I claim tbat

it is positively impossible), what shall we say of the other one,

namely, producing a hand-squeeze at his elbow, or, as in my

case, way up on my shoulder, or, as in both cases, still farther

around on our backs? Pause and think what this would mean.

It would mean that the fibula and tibia of her left leg would

have to be swung around outward at the knee to an angle of

about 135° from their normal position in relation to the

femur! Besides this these tibia and fibula bones would have

been obliged to mysteriously elongate themselves to about double

their natural length in order to reach from a man's knee (which
her knee was all the while pressing against) to his shoulder!

Then, these two lower leg bones would have to bend or twist in

order to get around the leg of the seance table which was

directly in their way, and bend terribly, monstrously, to reach

up and scratch the two nearest sitters on their backs! More

over, when her foot did arrive at last (through the above amaz

ing physiological process) at the elbow or shoulder it would

have to swing around on the ankle joint and bend there enor

mously to grasp the arm or shoulder like a thumb and fingers

of a hand! Still further, this foot would have to develop a

tangible organ like a thumb to produce the squeeze or pinch I
felt on my shoulder, and afterwards on my arm, as he did too ;

for, the toes could give a touch or pressure to feel like fingers,

but what is there on a foot to act like a thumb by which a

squeeze between it and the fingers is produced, and both of us,

remember, distinctly felt the thumb and fingers? Eusapia

would have to be a human snake, a physical contortionist of

incredible ability to perform a gymnastic stunt such as all

that ! And do it all too, mind you, with such amazing celerity

that the entire movement would escape detection by the human

eye and do it
,

also,
" without changing in the least the position

of her body "

!

" The knees themselves which I held with my

hand," says Professor Munsterberg, " were kept entirely quiet."

Surely, surely, one at least of these " two reliable members "

of the circle who were holding her knees at the very moment
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when these squeezes were felt, would have detected some move

ment when her leg was in the act of performing a serpentine

journey like that ! But no—" Her knees were kept entirely

quiet." One of these two men at her side was a " well-known

scientist " and the other was Professor Munsterberg himself.

All this, then, which is involved in the free kg idea, is the

athletic miracle Professor Munsterberg declares himself as

seriously believing this short, stout woman actually performed
with her left leg ! Seriously so wonderful a left leg as all this

involves should be scientifically scrutinized, anatomically anal

yzed, and philosophically systematized.

"Her achievement was splendid," he says. Even so! So

splendid, in fact, as to be simply and absolutely incredible. In
short Professor Munsterberg invokes one miracle to explain

another.

My main objection, however, to this left leg activity to

which he resorts in order to explain the movements of the

flower-stand and the spirit squeezes, is not the extreme dif
ficulty of it

,

but the extreme ease of another and a quite dif
ferent method which I distinctly detected her in using on the

two nights when I was present. Hence the question in my

mind naturally is
,

why should she trouble herself to execute

so difficult and dangerous an act when she could accomplish

the same results by a far simpler and safer one ?

This simpler method to which I here refer is one of four
trick-methods which I discovered on the two occasions re

ferred to, the exposition of which constitutes another story

and one which, with the aid of sketch artists and camera, I

have prepared for publication.

Other Things Not Explained.

I am personally sorry Professor Munsterberg did not tell

us exactly where this unshod foot was caught by the man who

nabbed it
,

whether behind her chair and actually in the cabi

net, or only under her chair, or simply in front of it; also

whether it had on a white or black stocking.
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He thinks the empty left shoe might
"

probably " have been

fastened to the right by means of a hook so that both shoes

could be pressed down upon the two feet of the opposite

"controls" simultaneously. No such hook was found at his

seance nor by me at mine when I examined her shoes care

fully. Moreover, when I sat in Professor Miinsterberg's place

at the table, Eusapia, on one occasion, stretched her entire left

leg with the shoe on it upon both of my knees under the table,

while Dr. Simpson, of Hartford, controlled her right foot;

yet under these circumstances the curtain blew out upon the

table, the flower-stand moved out from the cabinet, and
" spirit " hands squeezed our arms. Surely for all these things

under such circumstances her now famous left leg could not

be held accountable.

He says she has never succeeded in moving anything which

was more than three feet distant from her body. If Professor

Miinsterberg has not personally seen this done, I wish to say

that I have. A toy piano and a metronome were placed, one

to the extreme left of the cabinet on the floor and the other

in the middle rear against the back partition, also on the floor.

Thus placed these two objects were clearly beyond the reach

of her arm or leg, even if free, yet they were moved forward

and one of them came out apparently over her head and gently

descended upon the seance table in the sight of all. Yet I
know this to be a trick and how it is done.

He does not explain how the table was lifted up in the air,

all four legs at once off the floor, and in full light. He thinks,

he suspects, he imagines that she used concealed forceps to

do the act with.

Nor does he tell his readers how the raps were made. He

gives us a mere supposition, namely, that she strikes the table

with her knuckles. How could she strike it if one " reliable "

scientific gentleman was devoting his whole trained attention

to controlling one of this plain woman's hands, and another

equally reliable scientist was doing the same with her other

hand?
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He says she " tries " to set free a hand or foot from control ;

but lie does not show or prove in this article that she actually
succeeds in accomplishing this; and, moreover, what need of

it if she does everything with her leg and toes ?

Similar Experiences.

With a number of points in this article of Professor

Munsterberg I find myself in full agreement.

I found, as he did, that when the chain of hands was broken,

upon the integrity of which madam insists, that nevertheless

the "phenomena" went on just the same. Also, that things

would happen unexpectedly, i. e., just when the attention of

the circle had been directed elsewhere.

I noted, also, that Eusapia herself was wide awake all the

time—alert, eagle-eyed, never in a trance.

With one more statement of Professor Munsterberg I find

myself in agreement, and with this I close. He says,
" I am

inclined to think that scholars are especially poor witnesses

in such a case." As a rule this will hold good. Sir Oliver

Lodge says the same thing. But I think all readers of the

Metropolitan will agree that Professor Munsterberg, who is

unquestionably one of the honored and leading scholars of

America, did helpful work in this (to him) new field and new

role as detective, and his article will contribute to what, from

personal observation, I have good reason for believing is the

truth in Eusapia's remarkable case, namely, that she has suc

ceeded (whether consciously or unconsciously I shall not here

and now say) in deceiving some of the flower of our scien

tific minds.



A WOMAN OF MYSTERY—SOLVED.

Tkick-Methods of Eusapia Paladino, Majok and MinorI

stanley l. krebs.

(Personal Note.—Dr. Krebs exposed the Bangs Sisters,

famous mediums of Chicago, in an illustrated article pub

lished in the S. P. B. Journal, London, 1897; also the cele

brated mediums Henry Slade and Pierre L. O. Keeler in a

series of articles which appeared in Suggestion magazine, Chi

cago, 1898 ; he was one of two expert witnesses in the trial con

ducted by the government at Baltimore against Dr. White,

who posed as a
"

psychometer
" pretending to foretell the

future.

His interest in psychic research has been a side-issue to his

regular work, which lies in the educational field; he is the

author of several books on psychology and a series of text

books on commercial subjects; he is well known as a plat

form lecturer on psychological and business topics. —Editor.)

The Room and the Circle.

In round numbers there were a dozen guests present at both

seances, which were held in Room 328, third floor, Lincoln

Square Arcade, ISTew York, December 1909, and January,
1910.

A rough board partition had been erected at the farthest

end of the room in which was built the cabinet with two thin

black curtains hanging from the top and falling loosely down

to the floor covering the entrance (see Fig. 2).
Against these curtains the back of the medium's chair was

placed. In front of her was the table, a very small table and

light in weight; in fact it weighed only twelve pounds, and

was only a foot and a half wide and about a yard long, made
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344 A Woman of Mystery —Solved.

of plain, unpainted, pine boards. The two sitters next to the

mediums were called "controls" because their duty was to

control her hands, knees and feet, the left "control" being

assigned to her left hand, knee and foot, and the right " con

trol" to her right hand, knee and foot.1 Three others sat

Fig. 2.

at the table, the other guests being distributed around the room,

mostly sitting close to the chairs or the table-circle. A stenog

rapher sat back taking notes at a small table covered with a

black cloth, her note paper being illumined by a dim red elec

tric bulb screened so that it could not throw any light in any
direction but upon her tablet.

The guests were asked to walk behind the wooden parti
tion and cabinet and examine everything there, which they
did. Mr. Carrington exhibited the fact that the three windows

back there were secured by a burglar alarm in such wise that
1 The gentlemen who occupied these places of " control " at various

times during the two seances were Dr. Frederick T. Simpson, hospital

neurologist, of Hartford, Conn.; Mr. Daniel Frohman, theatrical manager,
of New York; Mr. Lewis G. Mayer, electrical engineer, of Philadelphia;
Mr. Frank Tilford, merchant, of New York; Mr. Bradley, business man,

of Florida, and myself. Dr. Leonard K. Hirshberg, of Johns Hopkins
University, requested to be placed in control, but Eusapia, who is sup

posed to choose the " controls " by inner or spirit instinct, failed to

elect him —perhaps wisely from her standpoint.
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the slightest lift of the windows would ring a bell loudly in
the seance room. We also examined the inside of the cabinet

behind the curtains; the sides and rear partition of it were

painted black—I wondered why. I found out later. The fol

lowing diagram will show the arrangement (see Fig. 3).

w w w

D

M

0
5

<*>

P
Fig. 3.

D. Cabinet, about three feet deep; dotted line shows position of the

two curtains.

M. Position of medium.

CO. The two "controls"; my place was at the O to it's left.

8.8.8. The other three sitters in the table-circle. This circle took

hands to form the "chain."
A. Stenographer's table.

W.W.W. The three windows in the space behind the temporary par

tition.
E. Entrance to room from hall.
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The Phenomena.

First the table tilted a number of times on both sides and

raised up at the far end, all in full light; in a few minutes

it raised up at the end nearest the medium ; finally there was

a complete levitation, which was very impressive indeed ; and

I should say there were at least ten or a dozen of these com

plete levitations during the two hours and a half that the

seance continued; raps were heard somewhere in the sub

stance of the table, imitating taps made by Eusapia on the

table top with her finger, four taps of the finger being fol

lowed by four raps from some unknown point in the table.

The light was then dimmed by turning off one electric bulb

and turning on another near it covered with red tissue paper

called light 2, and still further dimmed by light 3 which had

more paper about it
,

and the dimmest light was light 4
, which

was very little better than complete darkness. When the light
in the room was low, i. e., when the " dark " seance commenced,

the cabinet phenomena began, although the table tilting and

raps continued intermittingly as an admixture throughout

the evening; the left curtain seemed to be blown out, for it
swung forward over the table, the end of it remaining there

in natural folds. Several times during the evening I felt the

fingers and thumb of a hand momentarily pinch or squeeze

my upper arm; a light flower-stand moved in the cabinet and

then came out on the left and fell over against my arm; it

then moved up between me and the medium, laying itself

partly on the table, resting there, with its three legs sticking

out over the corner of the table in the air; soon it fell to the

floor; upon request it was replaced in the cabinet by one of

the sitters ; later it moved out from the cabinet and up through

the air between me and the medium and fell gently prone upon

the seance table; it executed these mysterious movements I

should say ten or a dozen times during the evening, each time

being replaced in the cabinet by someone in the circle; the

curtain was likewise replaced and " blew out " about an equal

number of times during the seance; other "controls" felt
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a hand pinch their arms ; a guest standing over near the cab

inet also felt a hand furtively brush or stroke his arm ; Dr. S.

had his chair pulled twice toward the medium about an inch

or two (he was sitting in right "control" at the time) ; Mr.

Carrington tied each ankle of the medium to each of the " con

trols"; twice we heard the mandolin strings sound as if a

finger had been swept hastily across them; a dynamometer

which Dr. S. had placed upon the seance table and a match

box which the other " control," Mr. B. had dropped there near

it
,

disappeared while the curtain was lying on the table, and

soon thereafter a click was heard and Mr. B. announced that

he felt something fall into the outside right pocket of his coat,

the side nearest the medium, and when he felt in this pocket

found the dynamometer and match box there! Finally the

toy piano pushed out slowly from under the curtain apparently

over the medium's head, and dropped bodily upon the seance

table. After a few more tilts of the table the seance came

to an end.

There was a change of "control" about half an hour after

the sitting had commenced, Dr. S. taking the place of Mr. M.

I remained in left " control." This change was important.
About eleven o'clock Dr. Hirshberg disturbed the seance

and caused a mild sensation by openly declaring that the whole

thing was a fraud and specifically charging that Eusapia had

a string attached to the flower-stand. The full light was

turned on and the stand examined ; Eusapia took off her black

skirt and it was examined by me as well as her under white

skirt, stockings and shoes; but there was no trace of a string,
or hook, or any machine whatever found upon these parts
of her.

About half an hour after this interruption I left my chair

and gave place to Mr. B., who remained as left " control " the

balance of the evening. This change left me free to observe

the proceedings from various points nearer the table and

cabinet.

The bulk of the phenomena consisted of the levitation of
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the table, the "blowing out" of the curtain upon the table,

and the movements of the flower-stand. (On reading the mass

of printed records of the Eusapia seances as I write this, I
find that these constituted the standard phenomena —or main

current—and anybody who attends one seance will have a

fair conception of all.)
The phenomena of the second seance were practically the

same as those of the first. One variation, one eddy to the

main current, was that not only were the feet of the medium

tied to each "control's" chair, but her wrists were also tied

to their wrists. Twice the knot on left " control's " wrist was

untied by "John" (Eusapia's spirit guide or control) and the

rope thrown up upon the seance table.

At the second seance, after the "dark" or cabinet phe

nomena had commenced, Mr. Carrington requested me to go

back of the partition and cabinet and report any confederate or

anything suspicious I might find there. Of course I found

nothing; the windows were closed. I remained there quite a

while and all the time the noises or movements in the cabinet

were heard, i. e., the phenomena were proceeding just the same

as if I had not been behind there. All seemed straight, im

pressive and wonderful.

My Findings and Explanation.

Tipping of the Table.

The tipping of the table to either side or rising at end oppo

site to medium are of no evidential value whatever, as all

know that this can be done (especially with so light a, table)
simply by pressure of the hand as it lies on the table top at

either side, and by drawing table towards medium will cause

the opposite end to rise; but when the two legs nearest the

medium rise up, and especially when both her hands are in

the air and not touching the table, and when all four legs

rise up together so that the entire table is in the air—which

phenomenon is called a
"

complete levitation "—then we have

an entirely different problem before us.
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One of the Main Secrets.

I found substitution and thus liberation of hand or foot

going on all evening, i. e., as long as I was in " control "—the

only position in the circle in which this trick can be discerned.

Other experimenters have detected this but only on a few

sporadic occasions; my finding and therefore my claim is

that this is the core of the whole matter and that she does it
all the time, and in several ways. I apply it to the whole per

formance and not only to occasional or fractional parts

thereof.

I found, then, that the major secret of her phenomena is

a free hand, or a free foot, or both, employed simultaneously.

Her trick consists in skillfully freeing (we will see how in a

moment) a hand or a foot under cover of (1) the table, (2)
the curtains of the cabinet, (3) her black dress, (4) the dark

ness of the room, (5) the cabinet curtain when "blown out"
and lying upon the seance table.

These are the five blinds or screens which are necessary to

the seance and cover up the movements of hand and foot.

When the light is full and bright and table tiltings and raps

are the only phenomena, then the table and her skirt are the

only blinds required, but they constitute quite good and suffi

cient ones. The withdrawal of one foot and substitution of

part of the other for it
,

so that her one foot presses upon both

feet of the " controls " at the same instant, and a similar

manoeuvre with her hand she has refined to an art. No sitter

who allows his mind to be dominated by "
expectant attention,"

diverted in the slightest degree to the "
phenomena

" or hypno

tized by the wonder-feeling generally pervading the atmos

phere of the circle, will ever detect the nicety of these hand

and foot movements unless she bungles them, which, of course,

sometimes happens. Hence she is sometimes detected in them

by those who sit in "control."
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How it is Done.

Two features at once attracted and surprised me: (1) The
extreme narrowness of the table —only eighteen inches wide;

(2) the fact that her feet were placed on ours instead of, as

I had supposed, ours on hers. These features are so striking
that my suspicions were at once aroused by them and I de

termined to follow out to its logical conclusion the clue thus

thrust upon me. It flashed over me instantly that this table

had been made to order, its unusual dimensions and small

weight evidently designed for some unusual purpose. I saw,

for instance, at a glance, that its extreme narrowness would

naturally bring the feet of the two
"

controls
"

close together

on the floor beneath it; and then I noticed finally that the feet

A B C D E
Fig. 4.

of the table were all square, with sharp or perfect edges, not

rounded or beveled or otherwise graced by curve or ornament ;

but plain and sharp-cornered as though sawed off square like
A in Fig. 4, and not like B, G, D or E. These facts awakened

my grave suspicions and all I did was to firmly and logically
follow out the hint they afforded, and I soon found I had hit

upon the right end of the thread to lead me through the maze

of the phenomena that followed.

This is the way it is done. Her feet, you remember, are

on yours, not yours on hers. Thus she controls yours, not you

hers. She not only wants to know but must know where your

feet are in the darkness, so that they do not get into her way

or into dangerous places for her work. This is the reason she
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keeps her feet in touch with the two " controls' " feet all the

time. Fig. 5 shows first or original position of her feet and
" controls' "—the way you start. Fig. 6 shows her first shift

Fig. 5.

towards freeing one foot or the other; i. e., she moves hoth

feet down to the toes of both "controls." This we call the
" neutral position " because from this position either foot can

be removed and the other one made to cover both toes at once,

as shown in Fig. 7. It is much better when the " controls' "

feet pass each other side by side, as in Fig. 8—a position that

Fig. 6.

often naturally follows because the table is so narrow; in posi

tion 7 and 8 each " control " will feel what seems to him the

entire foot pressing his. This manoeuvre, this " slide (sleight)
of—foot " is done quicker than it takes to describe it. She fre
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quently taps, pats or kicks with her foot (which motion you

charitably ascribe to nervous strain or mystically to " spirit "

influences !)
. This motion accustoms your foot to momentary

Fig. 7
.

absences of hers and in one of these momentary absences the

other foot takes its place. The relation of hands follows two

general plans: (1) When on top of the table in sight, she

will allow yours to rest upon hers; (2) when under the table

and on her lap out of sight, or under the " blown out " curtain

Fig. 8
.

on the table top, hers grasps yours or lies lightly on top of

yours, and it is in this position that she is enabled to loosen
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her hand gradually until the fingers are lying flat on the

back of your hand ; the next move is to sort of play furtively
or restlessly on your hand with the fingers of her left hand,
when suddenly the fingers of her right hand will take up this

play with the palm of it still resting upon the back of the

opposite
" controls' "

; thus she has her left hand free and yet
each " control " declares he has her hand and foot all right —
" Controlo bene "—"

good control "— and so each has, each

still feels a hand, a foot, a knee pressed against his.

This is all done skillfully and much more rapidly than it
takes either to read or to write it. A free hand and a free

foot is the key that can unlock most of the performances that

she gives. I insist that it is much more essential for her to

keep tab on the "controls" than they on her, a fact which

explains why she is so careful and alert to keep in touch

with you. Several times I tried to gradually and stealthily
release my hand when under the table from hers in order to

reach out in the dark and grab her free arm; but just as soon

as she detected this slight sliding of my hand away from

hers she pressed it all the harder!

I followed her in these hand-and-foot movements again and

again while I sat in left "control"; I focused my attention

there; her slightest movement on my side I did not allow to

escape me ; and besides this I kept my eyes practically glued

to the leg of the table that stood between me and the medium.

That our two feet were close enough together to be covered

by one of hers as in Figs. 7 and 8 I ascertained when Mr. M.
was my opposite

" control " by simply moving my foot forward

until it touched his ; I had to move it less than an inch. When

I did this I felt her move her foot up upon my instep, i. e.,

hack to its original position! I made this little experiment

towards the middle of the seance.

That the " control's " feet do, moreover, pass each other by

two or three inches and lie parallel I ascertained distinctly at

the second seance held January 10, and in a very simple man

ner. When the medium's ankles were tied I asked to get
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down and examine same and report to the circle. When feel

ing around the medium's ankle to see how the rope had been

tied, I also did a little more, I felt both feet of the two " con

trols" and found them in exactly the position of Fig. 8.

Hence it was easy to touch and press both feet with one of the

medium's so that each would feel a foot's presence and pres
sure. In the published reports we read that the "controls"
would announce,

" I can feel the heel of her right foot " and

the other " control " would say,
" And I the toe of her left."

We can now easily see how natural this report of theirs was.

Change of "Control" and the Instruction it Afforded.
When Mr. M. left "control" and Dr. S. took his place, I

distinctly felt her left foot slide in and upon my right while

the toe of her other foot was still on the toe of my right, i. e.,

she failed to time the bringing back of her left foot and the

taking away of her right, so that instead of being simultaneous,

as intended by her, they followed each other momentarily,

thus distinctly proving to my sense of touch that the left foot

had been away somewhere and had now returned to its full
perch upon my right foot so as to have her right foot free to

place entire upon Dr. S.'s foot as soon as he should take his

seat. Thus this change of "controls," this seating of Dr. S.

in Mr. M.'s place, afforded another occasion for securing

further proof of her foot substitution, clear and distinct. Had
no change in the " controls " been made she would not have

been in such a hurry to get her foot back to "original posi

tion" for it
,

and her bungle (for such it was) would then

not have occurred.

This bungling, by the way, explains, I think, why she is

sometimes caught in her work and only sometimes ; for, when

she is not fully alert or is perhaps scared by some sudden ac

tion on the part of someone in the circle she is naturally in

a hurry to get hand or foot back into proper place, and in

this hurry fails in the gradual approach or instant coopera

tion which is necessary to truly artistic results. As a rule,
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she has full command of herself, because she has had immense

practice and is an artist in her line ; consequently the slightest

diversion of the " controls' " attention is sufficient to enable her

to accomplish the trick undetected, when instantly the " spirit
phenomenon" (!) happens, whereby attention is still more

diverted from hand, knee and foot to the phenomenon, the

impression of which upon consciousness under these circum

stances and surroundings is deep and hard to resist.

Every experimental psychologist and, perhaps, every reader

knows that it is a difficult mental task to bend the mind con

tinuously upon one thing for any length of time ; it is hard to

give undivided attention to one single object even for one

minute; when you attempt this the mind wearies, attention

relaxes, concentration scatters, other things or thoughts in
trude and you return to your experiment and find that you

had lost tab on the very thing you had made up your mind to

watch. If space permitted I could give many illustrations of

this point occurring in ordinary life, i. e., occurring spon

taneously ; as well as many tricks of legerdemain which depend

upon the performer deliberately inducing this mental wander

ing and diversion in order to produce his trick. I have done

it hundreds of times on the platform in my lyceum and chau-

tauqua lectures when presenting the " Frauds of Spiritualism."
It is really not hard to do ; the slightest stimulus is quite suf

ficient and it is only needed for a moment.

The Reason Given for Such an Arrangement of Hands
and Feet.

At every seance Mr. Carrington officially announces (most
frequently in the printed instructions sent to each sitter in

advance) that the backs of Eusapia's feet and hands are sensi

tive—" extremely hypersesthesic
"—during the seance, and for

this reason the "controls" should not place their feet upon

hers nor hold her hands with their thumbs pressing the backs

of hers, as such control is very distasteful to her and makes

her nervous.
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I have no doubt it is distasteful to her and makes her

nervous, but not for the reason Mr. Carrington has in mind;
but for the very physical and simple reason that under such

"control" she would lose the possibility of freeing her hand

or foot and then no phenomena could be produced. The occult

or psychic reason is the one she has taught her sitters to believe
—a reason that seems natural under the unusual circum

stances, one that the circle will not object to nor feel sus

picious of.

While on this subject of Eusapia's hyperesthesia I must

relate an experiment I made later in the evening which I
shall call

Hurting Occult Emanations!

or piercing the "exteriorization of sensibility" (!) as it has

been termed by other investigators.
Mr. H., when standing behind my chair and close to the

cabinet in light 3 or 4, when the pale white of anyone's hands

could still be seen, stuck his hand and arm into the cabinet

behind the curtain which had been thrown out and was lying
upon the seance table. Instantly Madame Palladino cried out

as if in pain, whereupon Mr. Carrigan explained that she

always does this when anyone thrusts their hand into the

cabinet when the cabinet phenomena are taking place, because

the hand seems to pierce the vitality or substantial emanation

or whatever it is which, he said, seems to flow from Eusapia's

body. So Mr. H. at once withdrew his hand. He had put it

into the cabinet to see if he could feel, catch, or detect any

thing. But later in the evening, when Mr. B. was in my

place in "control" and I stood behind his chair close up to

the cabinet at K (see Eig. 9), I quietly slipped on a dark glove,

stuffed my cuff up under my black coat sleeve and at least a

dozen times had my whole right hand and nearly all of my arm

in the cabinet, and yet not once did she cry out for pain! Why
not ? Simply because she could not and did not see my gloved

hand enter the cabinet, while in the case of Mr. PL's ungloved
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hand she did. Her crying out in his case, therefore, was all

acting which proves that she will turn tricks to produce mental

effects as well as physical ones.

No; hyperesthesia is not the rationale of this peculiar ar

rangement of hands and feet, and narrow table, and shallow

cabinet upon which she insists. The real reason is
, I again

assert, to afford the conditions for the liberation of hand and

foot, which then become the center of a practically circular

M K
C

Fig. 9
.

area of activity, the average radius of which is the reach of

a human arm.

Let us now turn to the "phenomena" and consider, (1)
those that occur in full light, (2) those that occur in dim

light or practical darkness.

Phenomena Occtjbbing in Full Light.

Tiltings o
f the Table.

These we have already considered and so dismiss them here

with one additional remark that they are employed throughout
the evening, and evidently serve to keep up the interest of the

circle and divert their attention when preparations are making
for a more startling phenomenon.
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Baps.

She tapped with her index finger nail on top of the table

in full light, both hands in full view. There were four faint

echoes, raps that imitated the rate and number of her finger

taps. These echoes were dull and sounded more like a distant

drum than a sharp, hard click such as her finger nail had made.

These echo-raps were made by gently thumping the heel or

toe of her free foot against the lower extremity of the table leg.

I not only distinctly felt the muscular contraction and slight
movement of her leg near the knee when she did this, and as

I had my leg against the leg of the table too I not only felt

the four vibrations of the table leg, but looking down around

the corner of the table saw the lower part of the black shirt

hit four times against the table leg! Personally I do not

need any further proof whatever that the four raps were not

produced by spirit or occult forces.

Table Levitalions.

Dr. H., you recall, departed early and left a sensation

behind, to settle which I was asked to examine medium's skirts,

knee, leg and shoe. When doing this my attention was caught

by the part of the shoe vamp at the heel. I noticed that it
was somewhat loose or projecting, as is often the case, thus

furnishing a splendid little shelf into which the square edge

of the table foot could snugly fit and upon which it could get

a perch of about a quarter of an inch. All she had to do was

to tilt the table and move her heel slightly under the leg ; then

she was ready for " levitations," partial or complete. I saw

the table leg in exactly this position to her foot with her black

skirt between the table foot and her shoe, thus hiding the pres

ence of the latter.

I have tried it again and again and find that you can pro

duce a "complete levitation" with only one hand on so light
a table; thus the other hand could be held in the air above

the table and clinched, like Eusapia often does, as though
"the force" was being thrown by this muscular effort into
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the substance of the table —an occult discharge from the one

into the other !

The free or fulcrum foot is in such a position that the

projecting edge of the sole of the shoe can also be used as a

little shelf for the sharp edge of the table foot.

I noted very easily that when the table was levitated " on

all fours," i. e., completely levitated, all four legs being in

the air at once, that it was never evenly levitated; there was

always an angle of levitation, i. e., one corner was always the

highest and its diagonal opposite was the lowest.

If corner C was the highest, corner B would be the lowest,

and if D were the highest A would be the lowest. In all the

complete levitations C and D were higher than A and B.
All these features will be clearly understood when we remem

ber the simple fact that when the left foot is used as the ful
crum it is under leg A, the foot of that leg or rear edge of it

resting on the vamp of the shoe while her hands, resting flat on

the table, or only one hand, press upon it and so have sufficient

friction to simply pull so light a table backwards and diag-

C D

A B

Fig. 10.
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onally to the left which would have the effect of raising it

highest at the C and D end, with D higher than G, leg A being

two, three or four inches from the floor resting upon the heel

vamp. To raise leg A this high she draws her left free foot

backward and up from the knee as the immovable or radial

center, so that the "control" on that side still feels the knee

pressing against his and with her right foot pressing upon his

and upon the opposite "control's" too; at this moment when

the table is levitated both would be perfectly honest therefore

in announcing that "the control is good." When the table is

levitated from B as the fulcrum, i. e., with the right foot, C

would naturally be the highest point and B the lowest.

Thus the phenomena as they actually happened are ex

plained, together with the fact that no levitation was even, i. e.,

all four corners never rose to an equal height say of twelve or

fifteen inches from the floor.

I distinctly felt the slight muscular strain or movement in

her knee on my side at the moment when the levitation oc

curred from A as the fulcrum, as I sat at A leg ; and twice I
gently pushed my leg closer and felt the calf of her left leg

bach of where its true position would be if it were connected

with the foot I felt upon mine.

Cuts 11 and 12 show how the " controls " feel a knee and a

foot and think they belong to the same leg, when they don't at

all. The foot with the white square upon it shows the position

of the medium's free foot when ready for business.

No man could do the foot-substitution, simply because any

one looking under the table could see it; but the skirt of a

woman hides it. Eusapia's skirt was not only over her foot

but also under the table foot ; hence when levitations occurred

the table foot seemed simply to be touching her dress in the

most natural way, though it really was grounded upon the

shoe vamp or sole edge under her skirt.



Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.
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Phenomena Occurring in Dim Light.

One thing had struck me from reading the published reports

and that was that the left curtain was the one generally " blown

out." I therefore hovered around the left side of the cabinet

and made it the center of my observations during the evening ;

and my experience agrees with the reports, for it is a fact that

the left curtain at these two seances was thrown out far more

frequently than the right.

Curtain Blown Out.

While standing at K during the first seance (see Fig. 9),
and close up to Mr. B., who was in left " control " and close

to the curtain as well, whenever the light was dimmed (for
that is the signal that cabinet phenomena are about to come),

Fig. 13.

I always focused my gaze into the cabinet through the crack

between the loosely hanging curtain and the partition. In a

moment or two the left curtain was "blown out" or thrown

forward up upon the table, where it remained (Fig. 13).
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When this happened I distinctly saw a pale white hand and

black sleeve back of it pushing or throwing out the curtain!

Whose hand and arm could this have been but Eusapia's?

For the black arm that ran up from the swiftly moving pale

white thing that looked like a hand ran straight up towards

her shoulder! A third arm? Nonsense. Yet some scientific

observors have lent themselves to this absurd hypothesis of a

third arm, instantly materialized and instantly de-materialized

again ! !

How she Finds Out what is in the Cabinet.

An argument that has been used by those who believe that

she has genuine psychic power and a point that she herself

wants all to realize, is that the articles are placed in the cabinet

before she enters the room and that since she does not pull the

curtains aside or otherwise look into the cabinet, she cannot

know what they are or where placed.

One of the sitters suggested, therefore, that she could use a

dimmed or red pocket electric light to see around in the cabinet

with and look the various things over; but this is not needed

at all ; all she has to do and actually did at these seances, was to
" blow out " the curtain with a free arm and then simply turn

her head slightly to the side and look into the cabinet. This
was done in light 2 and light 3 when articles could still be seen

and their location easily discerned.

I saw her deliberately do this on the right and left sides of

the cabinet.

So there is no force in the true statement that the objects are

placed in the cabinet before she enters the room and therefore

she cannot know what they are or where placed.

Moreover, the fact is significant in this connection that a

metronome which Dr. S. brought and placed far back in the

middle of the cabinet on the floor, against the partition, could

not be readily seen without turning her head completely around.

This metronome was not touched nor disturbed during the first
seance. But a letter from Dr. S., who was present at another
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seance the very next night, tells me that on this night the

metronome was moved forward from the rear of the cabinet by

"John" and the pendulum of it disengaged. Why did this

happen the second night Dr. S. was there and not the first

night ?

Because on the first night she evidently did not know that

the metronome was there, nor what the metronome was, nor

what it was expected to do ; but after the first seance was over

Dr. S., I well remember, freely talked of what he had hoped

would happen to it and where he had placed it in the cabinet.

So the second night all this occurred as per the map of his wish !

Hand and Arm in Cabinet.

While moving my gloved hand around in the dark of the

cabinet on one occasion it suddenly came into contact with

Eusapia's arm there; what I touched felt exactly like any

human arm. I knew it was hers for two reasons: (1) Mr. B.

had his arm lying on her lap with her right hand touching it

and covering the other " control's " too ; stooping forward as I
was at that moment Icould readily see this. (2) When this

touch occurred it naturally startled her and she moved uneasily

in her chair, turning and looking searchingly at me. This
action proved she had been "touched." I said nothing and

appeared to be unconcerned, which relieved her fears and so she

took B.'s hand in hers and moved both up and down and around

in the air to her left and his right, and in front of the cabinet,

by which manoeuvre she wished to demonstrate to me that what

I had touched in the cabinet a moment before was that combi

nation! You see, my keeping discreet silence reassured her that

I would not report anything to the circle and all she had to do

then was to convince me alone, which she sought to do by wav

ing B.'s hand and hers around in the air, imagining that I
would infer that it was the same hand I had touched just a

moment before. But the arm I had touched before did not

have hold of B.'s, because his was quietly lying on her lap in
the usual position of control. I could not catch the arm I
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touched in the cabinet because it was instantly withdrawn after

our bump and in her direction —which again is very significant
—it did not melt away in the cabinet, or go to " John "

! Eo,
it drew back towards her, and I saw it going !

Again. A dentist was standing near me in the second seance,

and when the flower-stand in the cabinet was moved out and
" lifted " bodily upon the seance table, he too saw the pale white

hand grasping the leg of it and lifting it up. I saw that hand,

and saw, moreover, that an arm was attached to it which ran

straight up to Eusapia's shoulder, just as I had seen it do be-
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Fig. 14.

fore ! In the second seance also the mandolin passed through

the air over Eusapia's left shoulder and gently descended upon

the seance table ; I was standing to the left of the medium over

near the cabinet and distinctly saw her right hand under the

blown-out curtain holding the string end of the instrument and

placing said instrument upon the table covered by the curtain

which was still lying out upon it. To those sitting around the

table and in front this thing could not be seen simply because

it was protected by the curtain (see Fig. 13).
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D and K indicate the positions, respectively, of Dr. D. and

myself at the second seance when we distinctly saw a skin-

colored hand in light 3 grasp the leg of the fallen flower-stand

and lift it on to the seance table between M and C. K and D
then both instinctively moved forward to get a better view into

the cabinet and be ready for the next " materialized "
( !) thing,

which I wanted to get close enough to in order to seize; but

this proximity evidently made Eusapia nervous for she ordered

us to move away from the cabinet and retreat farther back into

the room.

Several times while standing alone at K, before D came

near me, I attempted to steal forward unobserved in order to

get close enough to more carefully scrutinize a light object

(size of a human hand) which I saw move from the medium

into the cabinet a moment or two before several of the phe

nomena occurred there, but every time Eusapia watched me

closely and at last commanded me, through the interpreter, to

stand away from the cabinet, on the ground that my presence

disturbed her "fluid"—the supposed occult emanation from

her organism—the mysterious and unknown agency by which

spirit " John," so we are told, gets dynamic force enough to

move terrene ponderables ( !)
.

Once she lifted her entire left leg and laid it prone on both

of my knees under the table, while I was in " control." With
this arrangement both feet were surely out of commission, for
Dr. S. felt her right foot firmly on his, while both of us felt her

hand on ours in her lap or on the table top under the " blown-

out" curtain. With this apparently impregnable "control"
the phenomena nevertheless continued. But what phenomena

were they ? I noticed particularly that they were such as could

be produced by a free left hand, such as rappings or slight

bumps of the table at her end of it
,

table tiltings, movements

of the flower-stand, and touches of a hand on my side which

was the left side of the medium. When the flower-stand had

fallen to the floor and was then slid across it
, I saw the pale

white hand grasping its highest leg and so distinctly that I also
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saw that the thumbside of the grasping hand was towards me.

This would be the only possible position in which Eusapia

could grasp it with her left hand.

The rope with which they tied her wrists later in the seance

was a clean, new, white rope, whiter than the skin of her hands.

Dr. G. tied it around the sleeve of her arm just above the wrist ;

she did not allow it to remain there, however, but slid it down

until it was free from the sleeve and then pushed it back on the

bare wrist until the black sleeve covered it. She explained she

did this for comfort and it seemed to be a very natural and non

significant action. But in view of the fact that she needs her

hand and arm to reach into the dark cabinet with and move

things there, we can readily see that so white an object as the

rope around the outside of a black sleeve would at once be seen

and recognized. It was therefore a neat and necessary pre

cautionary measure to cover the whiteness of the rope with the

blackness of the sleeve.

Tied with Ropes.

At her own suggestion she was tied with ropes. Dr. G. who

did the tying wanted to tie both of her ankles together; but

this she objected to. He was then instructed to tie each wrist
of hers to wrist of " controls " and each ankle to chair of " con

trols." This was done ; but each tie, according to instructions,

had to have at least twelve inches slack in it ! Besides this the

interpreter stated that the "controls" were instructed by

Madam to yield to any pull or stress in any direction and not

to resist same! All this, you observe, gave her as much free

dom of hand and foot movement as she had enjoyed before this

serious-looking rope was applied.

Knot Untied.

At the second seance "John" untied the rope around the

wrist of the left " control." Dr. G. tied it again ; the light was

dimmed, and again "control" announced that the knot was
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being untied and soon it was thrown out upon the seance table.

It seemed to be a striking act indeed.

I was standing at K (see Fig. 15), and had stooped forward

and to the right which brought my eyes in line with the end of
the seance table and a little below it. In this position I could

see under the curtain which was lying on the table (see Fig.

13), and all along the edge of it over to the right "control" ;
and this is what I saw : I saw the medium's left hand covering
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both hands of " controls," and her right arm passing under her

left with her right hand tugging away at the knot ! From the

position of the right "control" (Mr. Frohman) and curtain at

that moment this hand might have been seen also by him ; but it
could not be seen by the left " control " or by anyone at the

table or any other part of the room because the curtain covered
"

controls'
"

hands and hers.

While the knot was being untied Mr. T., who was in left
" control " was announcing it

,

thus —"
Something is untying

the rope around my arm," "I feel something tugging at the

rope," etc. This spontaneous information vouchsafed by Mr.
T. in a tone of surprise or semi-awe or wonderment served, as

many other remarks do under such circumstances, to deepen the
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mystery-feeling in the circle, as is but natural, and made the

phenomenon all the more impressive.

The Mandolin.

The mandolin, you remember, sounded twice, as though a

finger were furtively swept over it. A word here is sufficient
—it was within easy reach of her right hand, and it was easy

to get that right hand free from control.

Dynamometer and Match Box.

They were lying on the table and were mysteriously dropped

by " John " into left " control's " outside coat pocket, the pocket

nearest the medium, the one on his right side.

To accomplish this neat trick all she had to do was: (1) To
throw the left curtain out upon the table partially covering the

dynamometer and totally covering the match box ; and this was

the way the curtain fell upon them. (2) With her free left

hand to reach under the curtain and secure the dynamometer

and match box ; which also was done, for we saw the dynamo

meter disappear under the curtain. (3) To drop them, still
in her left hand, into " control's " right-hand pocket. As they

fell they naturally made the click which all heard. Why did

not "John" perform a really great act and drop them into

"control's" left-hand pocket? Anyone can answer this ques

tion and answer it correctly.

Pinch of a "Spirit" Hand.

I was pinched or squeezed on my right shoulder by a hand

that was clearly a hand; I could distinctly feel fingers and

Thumb. Professor Miinsterberg thinks this touch can be made

by her free foot; that she could lift her foot that high while

seated on the chair and do it without the slightest change in the

position of her body. I hold that such a gymnastic performance

is utterly impossible. The " control " of that leg would at once

detect the strain and stretch of it and the withdrawal of her
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knee, which would be absolutely necessary to reach the upper
arm or shoulder. But even if possible, how could a foot mimic

the squeeze of a thumb and fingers ? The toes of the foot might

press like the fingers of the hand ; but what on the foot could

mimic the thumb pressing in a direction opposite to the con

tracting fingers ? No, it is impossible for her, thus seated, to

produce so hand-like a squeeze and at the height of one's

shoulder. But how ridiculously easy the squeeze becomes with

a free left hand under the blown-out curtain!

An {Apparently) Difficult Case —The Toy Piano and

Metronome.

All sitters have noticed the fact that objects are moved which

are within reach of the medium's arms or feet. Touches are

felt not by those sitting at the opposite end of the table but only

by the " controls " and any person that happens to be standing

near the cabinet and within arm's reach of the medium. Her

chair, moreover, is so close to the cabinet at times that the back

of it pushes the curtains in an inch or two, and on several occa

sions she pushed her chair in still further, turning it slightly

to one side or the other. Thus her arms are within reach of

almost anything in the cabinet.

However, there were two exceptions to this rule, namely,

the metronome which was placed against the rear partition of

the cabinet way down on the floor and the toy piano which was

also on the floor against the left partition of the cabinet, and

both of these objects were so low and small that it was clearly

impossible to reach them unless she leaned very far over to the

side or backward, which she never did. Nevertheless, in the

first seance the toy piano was seen to come out directly over her

head, as it seemed to us, pushing the blown-out curtain with it
and gently falling upon or laying itself upon the seance table.

This was in light 4. It was a striking performance, for even

if her left arm were free how could she reach the piano in the

first place, and then move it directly over her head ?
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To answer the first question : The flower-stand in the cabinet

is the instrument, I feel sure, which was used to reach the toy

piano and draw it nearer, within arm's reach. Note this fact,

I was appointed several times during the seance to enter the

cabinet and rearrange the contents after they had been thrown

into disorder by the frequent falling over of the flower-stand,

and in one of these excursions into the cabinet I found that the

stand had fallen over the toy piano in such wise that it could

easily have been drawn toward the medium by pulling the

stand. Prior to this particular manifestation of the toy piano

Fig. 16.

which we are now considering, the flower-stand fell over in

the cabinet. Then there was silence; then all of us heard

something slowly sliding over the floor of the cabinet as if
something was sneaking around in there; we watched, but

nothing appeared from the cabinet as we momentarily ex

pected it to do; instead some other things happened —some

tiltings of the table and the dynamometer and match box inci

dent —which attracted or distracted our attention, and just
when we were not expecting it

, lo! the toy piano pushed out

and landed on the seance table.
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This flower-stand, which figures so prominently in the

seances, is an innocent-looking, frail affair (see Fig. 17). But
with its three legs crossing it is a mighty clever hooh at the top

end to "
scoop

" in things lying on the floor, and the legs are

good handles to grasp easily ; for, observe, you can let it fall in

any direction it may, any two of the three legs will make it lie
in such wise that the third leg is always up in the air, fairly
asking to be grabbed, while the clear space at the top end be

tween the two legs and the top is a splendid arrangement in
which to bag objects beyond reach. A four-legged stand (see

Fig. 16) would have to be cross-stayed, which would surely

Fig. 17.

prevent as thorough and sure a hold on objects as the three-

legged arrangement provides.

The Metronome.

I think, therefore, she could get the metronome at another

seance by pushing the flower-stand to fall back over it; the

top of the stand would thus catch the metronome and she could

draw it slowly forward within reach, just as she evidently
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did with the toy piano ; so that, if the metronome would ever

be moved out and dropped or placed upon the seance table it
would follow movements of this flower-stand. I make this

prediction, and I repeat it in order to make it perfectly clear
—the metronome, if placed on the floor in the middle rear of

the cabinet, will never be moved without preceding movements

of the flower-stand j but following such movements it can be

done.

. 1

I

Fig. 18.

The Toy Piano Again.

But even if the toy piano was brought within reach by the

flower-stand, how could she lift it directly over her head from

rear to front (see Fig. 18) ?

Mr. B. was standing at B (see Fig. 19) ; Mr. H. at H, and I
at K. To one standing at the side, as we were located, the toy

piano appeared to come out directly over her head ; but I found

afterwards this was a case of mal-observation, for the sten

ographer, who saw it from directly in front and could therefore

see the exact relation it had to the medium, reported it as com

ing out over her left shoulder, as high as the top of her head—
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a movement which is not difficult at all to execute. So we can

see how easy it was for her to bring out the toy piano with her

free left hand under the blown-out curtain and gently place it
upon the table —all in very dim light too.

M

B C C K H

Fig. 19.

Dr. S.'s Chair is Moved.

Dr. S.'s chair was twice pulled, with him sitting in it of

course. This seems to be too heavy a bulk of matter for one

woman to pull without giving open signs of muscular effort.

Is there an explanation? In answering this I have three

points to make: (1) It happened on the side of the table

opposite to where I sat; nevertheless, all could distinctly see

that the slide or glide of an inch or two (not more) which the

chair made was in the direction of the medium. This was

very evident and also very significant. (2) It happened twice,

you remember. After it had happened once "John" was
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asked to do it again. Upon this request I focused my whole

attention on the foot and knee of the medium on my side (for
at this time I was still in "control") and found that when

the phenomenon was repeated there was a distinct pressure

of her foot on mine and slight muscular movement of knee

with slight increase of pressure against my knee ! The whole

ensemble compelled me to think that with her free right hand

(the left still covering both "controls") she pulled the chair

and at the same instant braced herself with her feet and knees

so as to keep her body stationary or immovable. (3) On

practising this afterwards with a man as heavy if not heavier

than our slender Dr. S. I found, to my surprise, that it re

quired but a slight, somewhat sudden, muscular contraction

of the arm to draw the chair towards you an inch or two.

Command to Talk.

We were frequently asked to "talk" during the seance.

"John" asked it by four raps on or by the table. We all
noticed that this request to talk always preceded some new

or specially striking phenomena, such as complete levitation

of the table, or flight of the flower-stand out from the cabinet

on to the table, etc. We can easily see the purpose of this

now, namely, the circle, including the "controls" would

naturally get interested in their talk, for everybody is en

couraged to talk, there is a hum of conversation, interesting

ideas are expressed, and this diverts attention, inhibits clear

observation, and throttles vigilance —a state of mind very

valuable for the critical moment when she is making prepara

tion by hand or foot to produce the next phenomenon.

" Willing
" With the Medium.

The official " Notes to Sitters "
says :

" Should the medium

ask her sitters to ' will ' for the production of any phenomenon

it is earnestly requested that they do so, since we find by ob

servation that phenomena are sometimes obtained in this man

ner, when she had endeavored to obtain before and failed." In
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the light of her trick-methods for obtaining phenomena this

request on her part becomes reduced simply to a suggestion-

stunt to impress the circle before she produces what she knows

very well she is fully prepared for and is just about to pro

duce. It inoculates the circle still further with the mystery

microbe.
*

The Meaning of "The Chain."

The circle is made to clasp hands under the supposition

that it aids the medium in some psychic way ; but it is really

not to control the medium but to be controlled by her, i. e., to

have their hands engaged so that they do not move or fling them

around in the dark and get them into places dangerous for
the medium's work! This holding-of-hand-business I have

found, in all my experiences with spiritualistic seances, to be

a bad sign. In genuine psychological experimentation no such

condition is required.

Her Trance State.

She occasionally yawns and hiccoughs. These signs we are

told herald or accompany the oncoming of the trance state.

If she is really in a trance, how can she be asking of the

interpreter all the time what the sitters are saying whenever

they say anything ? If anyone makes a serious remark she at

once asks to have the interpreter explain it to her. (She does

this, in my judgment, to get cues as to which point or in which

direction their suspicions may be tending and to govern her

self and the phenomena accordingly.) How could she be

entranced and at the same time keep so firm a hand on all

these questions and mental currents of the circle ?

A dentist and I were standing right back of left " control "

near the cabinet; Eusapia, through the interpreter, asked us

to step away and not stand so close. We obeyed, and noted

that the phenomena came faster then. Why? Simply be

cause she felt freer to use her arm and foot.

She is argus-eyed, you see, glancing here and there alertly,
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evidently to find out where people are standing and what

doing. If in real trance she would not know or care where

they were. Knowing from my own experiments what the

genuine trance state is I declare that Eusapia Palladino was

not in any kind of a trance at any moment of these two " suc

cessful" seances; on the contrary, she was very wide awake,

keen, observant, eagle-eyed and alert.

Wanted More Light.

Several times she objected to the very dim light and ordered

more turned on. This seemed to be in her favor. But it

really works the other way in my judgement; for, if I were

in her place, I too would not want the light so low that I
could not see where people were, for someone might approach

the cabinet unobserved by me and there do infinite mischief

with my spiritualistic intentions.

Question.

Does anyone ask why, when I detected her in these sub

stitutions and movements, I did not then and there expose

the facts? For two reasons: (1) Item 4 in the "Notes to

Sitters," the printed and formal instructions which Mr. Car-

rington mails to all who engage seats (for which each sitter

pays fifty dollars) reads as follows :
" It is very important to

remember that, whatever the attitude of the sitter toward the

medium may be, no suspicion be openly manifested at the

sittings, as this is liable to spoil the phenomena." I obeyed

this rule. Of all things I did not want the phenomena spoiled ;

on the contrary, I wished them to be produced and multiplied

in as great numbers as possible in the time allotted to the

seance. (2) I wanted her to have her own way unmolested.

I was there to observe ; not to obtrude ; to discover and not to

dictate; she was the performer and I simply part of the

audience.
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C. Eusapia's Own Views of Hee Wobk Considebed in
the Light of the Foregoing Facts.

Her Hands and Feet Movements.

This is her own explanation of her hands and feet move

ment's: —"I move them constantly," she writes in a recent

magazine article, "because motion on my part seems to help,

and that which is desired takes place." I think all will agree

that this is certainly a diplomatic loop-hole of amazing refine

ment and naivete through which to crawl out in case she is

caught in any of these movements. "
Sometimes, without

thinking of what I am doing, I try to start manifestations.

I may press the table with my hands, push it with my leg.

These movements have been called tricks. But in Paris I
saw an air ship start. It was pushed along the ground. Then

it soared. 'It was a miracle,' the people said, and yet the

beginning was a push." If anybody thinks that madam is a

blockhead the above short paragraph alone, with its rich and

superlative subtlety, should be sufficient to forever lay the ghost

of such an idea if it still lurks in any sympathetic brain.

The Chain.

This is evidently an important matter to her. "If the

influences" (i
. e., people) "at a sitting are not kind and

sympathetic, I do not allow myself to sink away into a deep

trance-sleep. I am afraid. The connection of hands might

be broken. This hurts me." At another place she says:
" When the chain of hands is broken I can do nothing." This

is certainly a fine excuse to get the sitters' hands employed

and out of danger's way! To know that they are holding

hands does relieve the medium's mind —of fear ! As she her

self expressly admits in the above quotation where she says:
" I am afraid " when the chain is broken and the hands

are free.

Again she writes :

" Other acts which would be injurious to

me might be performed, if the connection of hands is broken.

25
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I must be on my guard. I do not dare to trust even John
King," i. e., to protect her from shrewd and sceptical investi

gators with their hands perfectly free. Imagine what the con

trols could do, sitting so close to her and the cabinet, if they

did not have their hands controlled by her all the time!

As To The Cabinet.

She claims that the cabinet is necessary to concentrate the

force, on the principle that when one blows out with one's lips

the air spreads and you feel it only slightly against your

cheek; but when you roll a paper and blow through that the

air comes stronger to you. This, she asserts, is her belief in
the usefulness of the cabinet— to focus the force. Just so!

As To Darkness.

She expressly declares that this is the best condition. " It
brings me greater ease and peace." Of course! She claims

that a sudden light is " injurious " to her ; that the flash of a

pocket electric light makes her heart nutter, produces pain
in her eyes and head and trembling. Personally, I believe

every word of this, and do not wonder in the least at the effects

she describes.

Her Claim of Liberal Conditions.

She also claims that she is anxious to allow sitters, espe

cially the sceptical ones, to examine everything and do any

thing they please to satisfy themselves. Not only the writer
but many others besides can bear positive evidence to the

unquestionable fact that she positively does not allow such

absolute freedom. She positively refused to let me have my

foot on hers and my hand hold hers ; she positively refused to

have her ankles tied together ; she positively refused to allow me

to stand as close to the cabinet as I wanted to, etc. Note care

fully: She refused at the very points I found to be the vital

points; on the non-vital points, such as examining the table,

the cabinet, the flower-stand, etc., she is liberal enough.
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D. Light Thbown Backward.

The knowledge of this slight-of-foot as well as slight-of-

hand method by which she accomplishes her wonders may

throw very suggestive illumination hack upon the records.

During the past twenty years thousands and tens of thou

sands of pages have been printed about Eusapia Paladino
and her "phenomena," and to apply the simple solution of

this paper to them all would fill a volume itself; therefore I
must content myself with only a few specimen references. Mr.

Fielding says :
" She keeps her hand on top of the controls

and moves them restlessly about." This restless motion gets

the controls accustomed to the motion, which as I found again

and again is her preparation for hand substitution.

"Her right foot on mine is kicking about." This is what

I mean by the tapping of the foot or working of it on the

"control's." By this means they get accustomed to the mo

mentary absence of the medium's foot, and in that momentary

absence the other foot is substituted, they thinking, however,

all the time, that it is the same one she had started out with.

Dr. Morselli, professor of neurology in the University of

Genoa, conducted a series of seances with Eusapia in that city

that were far more successful than the series conducted at

Milan. Dr. Morselli noticed that muscular contractions made

by the medium synchronized with the appearance of the phe

nomena. "We have almost always noticed," the report says,
" this isochronism between the phenomena and the gestures of

the medium; the effort of the medium is produced on these

occasions on the opposite side to that on which the phenomena

are produced."

These two facts of isochronism and opposite-ism (to coin

a word) seem weird as we read this report; but how simple

in the light of a free hand or free foot on the one side of the

medium while the other hand and other foot are pressing upon

the "controls'," for thus the muscular contraction would be

felt on one side while the phenomena would be produced on the

other —just exactly what the professor noticed !
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She Doesn't Appear to Understand a Word of English.

It is a curious thing to my mind, that we all had to learn

Italian enough to say
" Bene," " Controlo bene,"

" Molto bene "

("good," "control good," "very good"). We said this to

encourage madame. We only had a few minutes to learn this,

while the madame has been with English people for years.

It is said she is an illiterate woman, but she is quite bright
and should have been able to learn three English words in all

this time. For this reason, and one more combined with it
,

I wish to make one more quotation. Mr. Fielding :

" We have

always been extremely suspicious of a substitution of foot

being performed. During this seance Carrington did notice

a change and he stooped down to feel, and found that Eusapia

had crossed her feet. He told me in English that the foot con

trol was not good. Eusapia, who is always annoyed when she

does not know what is being said was furious. She worked

herself up into a passion and covered us with rich Neapolitan

reproaches for our suspicion. The storm raged for about

an hour."

Here she seemed to understand English perfectly well !

The second point I wish to make is that the intensity of
her anger on that occasion is altogether inexplicable if she is

a true and genuine psychic, but is readily explained when we

realize that Mr. Carrington in this act had unconsciously

touched the naked nerve of her major secret.

E. My Conclusions.

1
.

She uses no confederate. Neither Mr. Carrington nor

the stenographer are in any way in collusion with her. There

are no trap doors in the floor, nor sliding panels in the sides of

the cabinet. No one enters through the windows.

2
. All the phenomena are produced in a space or area that

is within reach of the arm and leg of the medium, still further

lengthened by the use of a flower-stand as a

" reacher," and

a shoe-ledge as a fulcrum for levitations.

3
.

Personally I do not believe Eusapia Palladino has any
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extraordinary psychic or telikinetic power. I am sorry to be

obliged to write my convictions thus bluntly for I wish she

had ; with all my heart I wish she had. And if she has all the

more reprehensible are these tricks; if she has "power" she

should be once and for all lifted out of the realm of show-dom

to the noble plane of pure and prolonged scientific investiga

tion as the Society for Psychical Eesearch has done with Mrs.

Piper, of Boston, and with such good and valuable results.

4. Personally I do not believe the tremendous hypothesis

of human survival after death will be scientifically proved by

any of her combinations of curtains, tables and tambourines.

All her phenomena are claimed by her to be produced through
the agency and power of " John," her spirit guide ; personally
I do not believe any such thing. Her whole performance

seems to me, on the basis of what I saw and touched, to be

the deception of two senses, sight and touch, the psychological

atmosphere being helped along by intentional suggestions.

F. Tests.

Instruments of precision from the scientific laboratory are

not needed here. The problem, in my judgment, lies in quite
a different and far simpler field—that of clever detection. To

prospective "investigators" I would respectfully suggest the

following :

1. The medium is always dressed in a black dress. Is not

this fact significant ? Nay, superlatively so ? Have her give

a seance in white. Then her whereabouts and movements

could be easily seen in the dark room. This is the simplest test

of all and I therefore place it first.

I said before that the cabinet was painted blade on the in
side. The table which " John " moved so frequently was made

of plain unpainted pine boards ; why then had the cabinet to

be painted and painted black ? The answer is simple, namely,
to render the sleeves of her black dress unseen when she thrusts

her arm inside, the black of the sleeves harmonizing and melt

ing into the black of the cabinet in the semi-darkness. And
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another thing is explained by this black sleeve and black back

ground, namely, that it isolates her hand for the sense of sight

so that sitters, seeing a pale white hand in the cabinet, will
exclaim: —"I see a hand, unattached; just a hand; no arm

with it," and this wonderful " materialized " hand is said to be

a "spirit" hand; "John's" hand!

If she wears a white dress the above illusion of sight cannot

be performed without instant detection.

2. Another simple thing would, I feel sure, put " John " out

of business and that is to place the medium at the broad side

M

C
Fig. 20.

of the table and have only one person in control of both her

hands and both her feet at one and the same time; thus

(see Fig. 20).
3. Use a square table, each side of which is at least three

feet in length. This width would compel the "controls" to

sit so far apart that their feet could not be pressed simul

taneously by only one foot of the medium; and make her

keep her hands on the table top in full view.

4. Since she asks to be tied, tie her two ankles together
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with a slack of only four or five inches —not more —and her

two wrists together with a similar slack.

5. But if she will allow none of these test conditions, then

I would advise the sitter who desires to verify my observations

for himself, to secure the place of left
" control" because that

is the most active side. You will thus have more numerous

opportunities of detecting these various movements here de

scribed.

A Final Word.

She likes to be complimented. She loves flattery. She en

joys being told what a "great" woman or wonder she is.

(In this, however, she is not unique! There are others!) I
wish to sincerely join the others and say of her, she is great;

great in her sphere ; great in her specialty ; great in the effect

she has produced upon some of the flower of our scientific

minds—one of the greatest of sight jugglers and sense mis-

leaders that has appeared in history. Whatever her future

may be, this eminence she has unquestionably attained now,

and the future historian of spiritism will be obliged to give

considerable space in his volume to the life and exploits of

Eusapia Palladino.






